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ABSTRACT

A kaolin in ta-pwater suspension was treated either with alum
or one of two cationic polyrrers.

'Ihe resulting suspension was fil-

tered through various configurations of felt cloth filters.
kaolin suspension was adjusted to 100 J'IU.

The

Treat:rrent by polyrrer

consistently lcwered the filtered effluent to less than 1 JW.
Jar tests were utilized to determine optinn.nn coagulant dose for
the tests.

'Ihe fo:rrration of a conplete filter cake in the filter

appeared to be the determining factor in the efficiency of water
clarification by the filter.

The literature lacked references to

this concept as applied to water supply problems.

'Ihe results of

this rep:Jrt suggest that continuous filtration sh::>uld new be examined.
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CHAPTER I
INI'RODOCTION

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to investigate the feasibility
of using porous rrenbrane filtration for potable water treat:rrent.
Filtration is typically required in any process train designed for the renoval of suspenda:i solids from water.

In pota-

ble water treatment, granular filtration is usually used for clarification of water that is either initially tumid or rendered
turbid by the lirre-soda softening proc:ess.

'Ihe maximum contaminant

level for :POtable water is 1 turbidity unit (U.S. EPA, 1976) •

In

wastewater treai::nent, micro-strainers and other rrethods are used
to reduce final effluent turbidity.

In both cases, clarification

is required for adequate disinfection as well as for aesthetic and

environmental reasons.
The potential advantages of a practieal rrenbrane filtration
process in potable water treatment are n1..IILErous.

A reduction in

the size of the filter units could be very cost effective in areas
where land and construction costs are high.

Utilization of the

process as a pre-treatrrent for reverse osrrosis might be :tnssible.
And portability could be advantageJus for 'lhird World nations

requiring :r;:a.ckage water treatrrent for renote locations.

Similarly,
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applications in wastewater treatrrent should exist if future research in this direction proves profitable.
Scope

Previous investigations by McLellan (1980) had indicated
that cotton and sateen filters used in conjunction with alum coagulation were :r;:a.rtially successful in reducing the turbidity of a
laboratory kaolin suspension.
tigation
in order.

of

Based upon that re:r:ort, the inves-

thicker rredia to provide a better filter :base was

Also, McLellan had noted that incomplete coagulation

was a problem, with in(X)rrplete zeta potential reduction perhaps
being a o:::>ntributory factor.

This r:ointed the way for an investi-

gation into the use of synthetic r:olymers for better coagulation
and flocculation .
The scope of the illiVestigation was therefore fleshed out
into the follc:wing plan:

First, to exam.ine the use of felt as a filter rredium utilizing alum as the sole coagulant and a standardized_ kaolin suspension as the turbid water source.

'Ihen the use of synthetic r:oly-

rrers as the sole coagulants using a felt filter \\Ould follow:.
After completing the first portion of the experirrents, the
plans for filter investigation were altered to the following procedure:
Continue investigation of felt, but with the addition of a
cotton sheath support arormd the felt filter, and with alum or

3

synthetic polymers as the sole coagulants.

Then probe the use

of the fabric, :Matinee Velvet, which appearecl to corrbine the
rrost usable characteristics of the felt-cotton ccnbination, but
with fewer assenbly problems.
Experinaltal :p=rformance would be evaluated by rreasuring
turbidity rerroval, changes in pH, and zeta };X)tential.

'Ihese para-

rreters would be evaluated at set tirre intervals, permitting a
compa.riscn. of filter performance against volurre of water treated.

CHAPrER II

LITERA'lURE

'Ihe literature search was oriented. to:.Yard pertinent references
conceming water, and to some extent, air filtration by cloth.•
Polyrrer utilization in direct filtration application was also of
interest.

Lastly, material on zeta IX>tential control with poly-

:rrers was examined.
Fabric filtration is not a technology currently used in large
scale water treatment.

H::.Jwever, although references to this sub-

ject proved scarce, the material available was encouraging.
Dahlheirrer, Thomas and Kraus (1970) investigated crossflow
filtration of a kaolin suspension through a p:::>lyester hose under
pressure.

Cross fla-v filtration is defined as liquid filtration

C>O:!urr mg pe:q;endicular to the solids f lcM.

'Ihey rep:::>rted a clear

effluent at rates of 300 to 1,000 gallons per day per square foot
2

(gpd/ft ) without the use of any coagulants.

'!heir data suggested

that the thickness of the solids layer on the hose surface was a
function of the circulation rate.

Kraus (1974) in a later arti-

cle states that i t is this filter cake that provides for the
effective filtration of the colloidal kaolin particles.
Camirard and Popper (1974) used woven cotton soaker hoses
suCh as are typically used in irrigation to investigate solids
4
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rerroval in wastewater treatnent.

Chemical coagulation was utilized

prior to filtration and the renoval rates achieved. were

exce~lent.

The suspended 9:>lids concentration went from an influent value
of 200 ppm to zero after filtration.

Filtration was not contin-

uous since a draining cycle was periodically required.

sludge ran about 2% total solids.

Discharge

'lhe authors calculated that a

one million gallon per day plant (MGD) would require awroximately
100 square feet of area for filtration pllr]';Oses.

They felt that

this conpared favorably with a 280 square foot settling tank required to produce c:nmpa.rable results.

Air pollution control by fabric filtration is fairly camon
(Wark and Warner, 1976).

In air filtration, the mechanisms of

filtration consist of sieving, interception, impingement, electrostatic attraction and diffusion.

'Ihe process of sieving is some-

tirres aided by using a precoa.t of cnarse dust on the filters
{Kennedy and Cheremismoff, 1977).

'!he fabrics used vary dep:md-

ing on such factors as temperature and the nature of the ma.terial
to be filterro.

Fabric filters are typically either 'WOven for

a srrooth surface or felted to provide a "fuzzy" surface.
In an article on the use of felts in air p::>llution control,
Bergmann (1979) states that depth penetration by the :p3.rticulate

is follo.ved by cake buildup.

Then cake filtration provides the

primary source of solids rerroval.

Felts are described as being

randomly distributed in all three dinensions thereby providing a

6

nore uniform pore distribution.

Air pollution felts are treated

to m:inimize penetration and rraxirnize the forrration of a fil ~ring

dust cake.

Bergmarm suggests that solid-liquid filtration theory

might be applicable to

gas~solid

systems.

He also reiterates the

mechanisms of air filtration as given above.
O'Melia and Crapps (1964) hypothesize

s~lar

mechanisms. for

water filtration in rapid sand filters, n.arrely; direct sieving
or straining, sedirrentation, inertial impingerrent and electrokinetic effects.

The use of r:olymers, either as primary coagulants or as
flocculation aids, in water treatment is fairly cnrmon.

Polyrrers

seem particularly useful in o:t:erations utilizing direct filtration as the sole rreans of clarification.
V\esterhoff, Hess and Barnes (1980) perforrred a comparison
study betwa;m conventional treat::rcent and direct filtration alone
by splitting the treat:nent stream at .a 90

M:;D

treatment plant.

Conventional treat::nent used alum as the coagulant; direct fil tration utilized alum with a cationic :polymer.

Satisfactory results

were obtained in the treatment o£ Lake Erie water.

'llie :r;:olyrrer

was utilized as both a filter aid and a CXJagulant aid.

Both

methods gave acceptable results of turbidi. ty of 0.1 to 0. 3 tur-

bidity units (T. U.) •

A cost advantage of $50, 000 per year was

estimated for direct filtration.

7

In another study, Foley (1980) fo"l.md the use of a non-ionic
:polyner to be advantageous when <nrrbined with alum coagulation.
A coarse anthracite was used as the filter medium to treat Lake

Huron water.

A cationic :p:::>lyrrer was usro for a t::.wo year p:=ricx:l

to reduce residual allmlinurn in the effluent, but was discontinued

due to rrn.Id ball forrration in the filters.

The cationic p:::>lyrrer

provided acceptable results, although rnt as good as the almrrnon-ionic J;X:>lyrner corcbination.
An Australian study by Tate and Trussel (1980) noted that

coagulation with alum and a cationic :polyrrer produced 0. 2 W
water fran 50 TU water with direct filtration.

'llrree variations

of dual ITEdia filters and one coarse sand filter were evaluated.
Fagan (1974) co:rments that the polyrrer used in coagulation
should be opposite in charge to the colloid to be a::>agulated.
Letterman, Sarna and DiDarrenico (1979) perforrred a study to
evaluate the use of FQlyelectrolytes in direct filtration applications.

Cationic p::>lyrrers were utilized as the sole coagulant.

It was noted that an optimum dosage exists and t.c:D high a dose
will result in redispersion.
lin. clays in tap water

"WaS

A suspension of bentonite and kao-

used as the raw water source.

Effluent

zeta potential of the flocculated particles was determined.

Tur-

bidity effluents of less than 0.5 Fonnazin Turbidity Units were
recorded.

The authors noted the formation of a working layer or

filtration zone in the filters •

They noted that the rate of

rroverrent of the filtration zone is minimized at zero zeta potential.

8
'!hey therefore hypothesized that the efficiency of attachrcent of

inflLent floc to filter floc is a function of zeta p:rtential and
would be at a rna..xirrn.lm when zeta potential was zero.
Another study on polyelectrolyte selection for direct filtra-

tion by Stump and Novak (1979) shc:Med cationic p:>lyrrers to be
very effective either as filter aids or pri.maJ:y coagulants.

An-

ionic and non-ionic :polymers can serve for bridge formation, hewever, cationic particles can also perform charge neutralization.
The authors rnte that jar tests are rx:>t effective irrlicators for
fOlyrrer selection in filtration operations.
Cationic polyrrers were shONU to be rrore effective by Adin
and Rebh'tiD (1974).

Alum floc provided less time to breakthrough.

In an examination of direct filtration, Shea, Oates and Argarnan

(1971) obtained similar results.
The use of zeta potential control as a parameter for coagulation is a fairly accepted technique (Riddick, 1966) .

In an eval-

uation of :polyrrer characteristics, velday and Bauman (1979) fotmd
that a cationic polyrrer had the rrost favorable characteristics
for filtration.

One of their conclusions was that zeta p:::>tential

was an effective tool for evaluating p:::>lyrrers.

Riddick (1968),

in his book on zeta potential, indicates that cationic polyrrers

are effective in agglorrerating electronegative p:rrticles and
that reduction of zeta r:otential to zero is an inportant part of
this prcx::=ess .

9
:r.tLellon (1980) designed arrl tested a rrodel utilizing tubular
cloth filters.

Cotton sheet and sateen v.:eave fabrics were tested.

Alum was used to coagulate a 100 JTU (Jackson Turibidty Unit) kao-

lin suspension in

ta~ter

with the resulting suspension being fil-

tered directly without an intel::ID.9diate settling step.
in turbidity down to 7 JTU were re:p:>rted.

liter/min-ft
in::::hes.

2

Reductions

Flow rates of al::out 1

were used with a head above the filter of al:x>ut 43

This was formd to be comparable to a typical sand filter,

however effluent quality was not as gcod as a sand filter could produce.

Changes in pH were ne<:Jligible.
'Ihe formation of a thin rrat of

fl~

on the filter "Was noterl.

Sorre cloth penetration occurre::l, but. not enough to p:2ss completely
through the filter.

Vertical water shear was evidently effective

in preventing excessive mat building.
l'tLellon achieved effluent turbidities of dov.m to 7 J'IU using
sateen fil.ters.

Minimum turbidity achieved with cotton she£t fil-

ters was 10 JTU.
:McLellan noted that only fine incompletely coagulated colloids
\\ere escaping filtration.

This suggested incomplete flcx:::culation.

Zero zeta FOtential was not achievable Wlith tapwater, either in

jar tests or while running the test apparatus.

Also, the mat

formed on the filter may n:>t have becorre thick enough to provide
an adequate base for continuing effective filtration.

It was rec-

ornrrerrled that f ·e lts be examined as p::>ssible filters for this appara-

tus.
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In view of the literature examined, it appeared that the fabric filtration through tubular filters could be profitably .inves-

tigated.

If similarity in mechanisms of filtration is assurred

between air and water filtration, then an investigation of felts

as a thicker support and filtration :rredia for the tubular filters
is in order.
Felt is a porous :rredia of pressed irregular fibers in a fonn
which is relatively easy to shear (tear).

It should therefore be

ccrnparable to such :rredia as sand and anthracite coal typically
used in direct filtraticn operations.

Fran this assunption it can

be extrapolated from the literature that an investigation of cat-

ionic polyrrers as primary coagulants should be undertaken.

Alum

should also be examined for COirq?arison both to the cationic p::>lyners and as a baseline against M:::Lellan' s (1980) earlier work.
Selection of the optimum a::>agulant should not be based solely on
jar tests.

Lastly, the literature suggests that proper zeta potential

control is important and should be examined as a system control

paraneter.

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTATICN AND RESULTS

Introduction
The experirrental stage of this project consisted of coagula-

ting, flocculating and filtering a standard kaolin suspension.
Earlier work by 1-1ci.Jellon (1980} had shewn that taJ;Mater was accep-

table for prod.ucing the kaolin suspension.

Jar tests were per-

fonred on the selected coagulants to dete:rnrine the optinrum dose.
Experirrents were then perfonred upon the filtration :rncrlel using
the chemical dosages determined in the jar tests.

Jar Tests

Based on the literature, three cnagulants were selected for
use in these experirrents.
H

2

o

Almn, reagent grade, Al {so 4 )
• 14
2
3

in a 1% solution was tested first.

The pH of this solution

was 3.45, lCM enough to prevent precipitation.
'IWo cationic polyrrers were the other cnagulants tested.

Magnifloc 572C, a proouct of Arrerican Cyanamid Ccrrpany (1973) was
tested first.

The manufacturer reccarrcends its use as a primary

(X)agulant in potable water treatrrent.
fic gravity of l.08 to 1.12.
testing was 4. 79.

It is a liquid with a speci-

The pH of the .05% solution used in

It is highly cationic, water soluble and
11
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ncn-reactive chemically.

It is E.P.A. approved for use in potable

water treatrrent at a maxirrn.Im concentration of 20 rrg/l.

Dosages

typically used when e.rrployed as a primary coagulant range from
1. 0 to 20 rrg/1.
The second cationic polyrrer tested, also a prcxiuct of Arrerican Cyanamid Conpany (1973), is also recamrcended for use as a primary coagulant in potable water treatment.

It is a liquid, highly

cationic polyrrer of rroderate nolecular weight.
gravity was given as 1.03-1.05.

5. 67.

The specific

The pi of the .l% solution used was

The polyrrer is non-reactive chemically and water soluble.

Magnifloc 587C is E.P.A. approved for potable water treatrrent at
dosages up to 50 rrg/1.

When used as a primary coagulant, dosages

typically ranged £rom l. 0 to 50 rtB/l.
The jar tests were perfonred as follCMs:

l)

Preparation of 100 JTU suspensions of kaolin in
ta}?Nater. This required • 2 g kaolin :per liter of
jar test solution.

2)

Begin rapid mix at 100 revolutions per minute.

3)

Simultaneous addition of the coagulant dilutions
to the rapid mix. A device consisting of six evenly
spaced beakers rrounted upon a yard stick was constructed to guarantee simultaneous chemical addition
for unifonn timing.

4)

Rapid mix for 3 minutes after chemical addition.

5)

SlCM mix for 20 minutes and 30 revolutions per
minute.

6}

Sarrple for zeta potential evaluation of the floc.

7)

Permit settling for 20 minutes.
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8)

Resanple to examine pH and turbidity.

Tables l, 2, and 3 show the results for the jar tests for
alum, Magnifloc 572C and Magnifloc 587C, respectively.

A decision was made at this point to evaluate zeta potential
prior to settling rather than afterward.

It was felt that this

procedure would result in a better evaluation of the zeta poten-

tial of the bulk of the floc that would be reaching the filters.
Tabl e l shOVJ's that the zeta potential of 'tiE flocculated particles

remaining in suspension a£ter settling is higher than .the presettled values.

'llris is as expected since those particles remain-

ing in suspension "WWuld be those which had not achieved lON enough

zeta potential to fonn a go:>d floc conducive to rapid settling.
Table 1 also shCMs that reversal of zeta potential was not
achieved by the use of altnn.
perfor:rred earlier by

This is consistent with the work

1-tiellon (1980).

Ho.vever, zeta potential

reversal was achieved at relatively lON dosages by both of the
cationic polyrrers.

The point of reversal in both cases corresponds

to the fX)int of lCJNest turbidity as illustrated in Figures 1 and

2.
Another point worth noting about the use of cationic p::>lyrners
is that an overdose is very undesirable.

Doses of 5 mg/l or rrore

of 572C and 10 m;/1 or rrore of 587C J:Bsulted in no flocculation
occurring at all.

*
**

8.25

7.23
7.14
7.15

----

25

35

45

55

After Settling
Before Settling

8.31

7.37

15

8.30

8.30

8.33

8.26

7.28

5

7.32

Trial
2

7.30

1

Trial

pH

0

Alum
Dose
(rrg/1)

7.27

7.30

7.37

7.47

7.59

7.68

7.95

Trial
3

--·-

1.3

1.3

1.5

1.4

6.5

100

1

Trial

1.3

1.8

1.5

1.4

2.9

10.1

110

Trial
2

Tw:bidity (JTU)

JAR TEST RESULTS
COAGUil\NT: ALUM

TABLE 1

6.9

4.5

5.7

4.2

8.0

22.0

120

3

Trial

- 7.4

- 6.5

- 6.7

- 9.4

-14.0

-13.5

-20.0

3

Trial

ZP* (mv)

- 3.2

- 4.8

- 6.1

- 8.5

- 8.1

-17.3

-20.0

Trial
3

ZP** (mv}

~

J-1
~

15

TABLE 2
JAR TEST RESUL'IS

COAGULANT:

572C r:ose
(mg/1)

MAGNIF'LCX: 572C

Initial Data

Final Data

pH

JTU

ZP(mv)_

pH

JTU

ZP(mv)

.1

7.63

110

-19.0

7.82

13.0

-14.8

.s

7.63

·1 10

-19.0

7.88

9.5

-10.2

.B

7.63

110

-19.0

7.86

10.5

- 7.7

1.2

7.63

110

-19.0

7.81

9.9

- 1.8

1.5

7.63

110

-19.0

7.90

9.0

+ 4.9

2.0

7.63

110

-19.0

7.94

12.0

+ 9.5
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TABLE 3

JAR TEST RESULTS
MAGSIIFI.OC 587C

COA~:

Initial Data

587C Dose

Final Data

(rrg/1)

~

JTU

ZP{_rnv}

pH

1.0

7.92

llO

-17.4

1.2

7.92

110

1.3

7.92

1.5

JTU

ZP (mv)

7.86

20.0

-7.2

-17.4

7.84

15.0

-7.2

110

-17.4

7.74

15.0

+4.1

7.92

110

-17.4

7.73

13.0

+2.7

1 .. 7

7.92

110

-17.4

7.73

10.0

+4.0

1 .• 9

7.92

llO

-17.4

7.73

16.0

+4.05

~
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Alum coagulation, although not achieving zeta potential re-

versal, did yield the l~st turbidity values after settling,

gen-

erally in the dosage range of 25 to 45 ng/1 in the jar tests perfamed for these exper.i:rrents (Table l) .

In a recent article,

Ishibashi (1980) presents evidence that zeta potential control is

not a rnaj or factor in al.urn coagulation.

Electron photomicrographs

suggested that effective alum coagulation could be achieved at relatively lav zeta potential values.
~llon

data and that of

This is consistent with this

ITEntioned earlier.

Based up::>n the data derived from these and other runs, the

folla-ving chemical doses \\ere selected for the next stage of the
experinent:

Alum
.Magnifloc 572C
.Magnifloc 587C

35 rrg/1
1.35 rrg/1
1.5 rrg/1

'Ihe alum dose was selected based upon the range £or the lew-est set-

tled turbidity.

'Ihe polymer doses \Vere selected for zero zeta po-

tential whil e retaining low turbidity.
Apparatus Description and ltbdi.fications
The apparatus built by McLellan (1980) was examined and found

to be suitable £or the profX>sed filtration experirrents.
diagram is given in Figure 3.

A flav

The reservoir consisted of a 110

liter vat with a mixer to provide a uniform kaolin water feed.
The rapid mix mrit

plastic sheet.

and flocculator were built in one piece out of

OVerall d:i..:rrensions were 8.5 inches wide by 12

20
inches deep by 28 inches long.

Power for the rapid mix and floc-

culator was provided by air diffusers.

generally maintained.
c:ne-half inch

A 3

inch £ree00ard was .

Connections into and out of the tank were

ID carmections with tygon tubing.

'Ihe riser had a

seamstress tape placed on it to enable direct evaluation of the
head alx>ve the filter.
The £il ter portion of the apparatus rreri ts a separate look.
In Figure 4 the filter segrrent of the nodel is shCMn.

occurs from the inside of the tube outward.

Filtration

Cake fo:rma.tion should

occur on the inside of the tube with excess cake IIDving downward
to cx:>llect in the hop:p=r at the l::ottom.

Figure 5 provides a clo-

ser look at the nethod by which the filters were set in place.
rrhe fOllovving m::xlifications were made.

cover was placed over the rapid mix unit.

First, a plastic
This prevents a ten-

dancy toward splattering the surrounding areas with water.
ond,

Sec-

the number of diffusers in the flocculator were increased

frcro two to four and the air supply to this section was turned
dCMn a bit.

This 1ninirnized dead spots in the flocculator while

still pennitting a gentle stirring to encourage flocculation.
Third, sc:ne of the hoses were shortened and rearranged to reduce
kinking.

This was done to facilitate sm::>oth flow and minimize

flex: breakup between the flocculator and the filter.

Fourth,

the coagulant reservoir was changed to a 250 ml beaker for
easier cleaning between coa.gulants.

After a trial run it was

Rapid

Chemical Feed

Mix

Filter

Fig. 3.

Riser

Flow diagram of test apparatus.

Sludge Hopper

Flocculator

Sludge Draw Off

Effluent Line

• Flav Control Points

Air Feed to Diffusers

N

1-'
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Vents

Riser

~

r--'\

Gasket

I

I•

Q. 1----

A

Effl1Ent

'

Filters

w

Gasket

Wire Bleck

'-..}

Hopper

L

Fig. 4 .

Sludge Draw Off

Filter segrrent of the apparatus.
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riser

Filter attachrrent
at the top and
bottom o£ the

filter cylinder.

Section perpendicular
to filter cylinder
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noted that the felt tubes were being pulled into the effluent

tube.

Reference Figure 4.

The last nodification

was the inser-

tion of a small wire block from the effluent channel into the

filter apparatus.

This block prevented any inadvertant clisplace-

nent of the filters without disturbing the water flew (Figure 4).
'lhe materials for the £il ters were purchased at several different fabric stores.
by Virginia Felt.

The felt portion of the filters was made

It consisted of 35% v.;ool and 65% rayon.

The

cotton sleeves used later were made of 100% cotton of the type
typically used in bedsheets.

The fabric used for the last exper-

i:rrents was Matinee Velvet by J .B. "Martin and (X)nsisted of 65%

cotton and 35% rayon.
side of tightly

'WOVen

'!his last material had a srrooth satiny
rraterial and a softer pile on the other

side carrpoaed of irregular fibers.

Matinee Velvet was utilized

with the idea of obtaining results intenrediate between those
of Mc!Lellon • s

~ven

fabrics rrentioned earlier and the felts tested

at the beginning of the experircent.
Procedure for Testing
'Ihe vat y.uuld be filled to the 100 liter mark and the appro-

priate arronnt of kaolin v,Duld be added.

'Ihis would vary and the

arrount of kaolin added was based on the influent turbidity rather
than on a set weight per volurre basis.

After adjustrrent to an

influent level of 100 JTU, perfonred with the mixer on, the stopcock to the rapid mix was opened to a level pre-determined to
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yield about l liter/min. flON.

The chemical feed and air mixers

were turned on a norrent before opening the influent stopcock.

The chemical feed was calibrated in terms of rrg/drop for each
coagulant since the viscosity of each was a bit different.

A

sto}?Watch was then used to adjust the chemical feed to the rapid
mix on a drop per tine basis.

The feed was checked

about evezy

five minutes to adjust for the change in head in the beaker.

The

feed rate and dose -were recorded every twenty minutes and an

average dose calculated fran these readings.
After the rapid mix and flocculator were filled., the line to

the filters was opened and filtration was pennitted to begin.

Ef-

fluent samples were taken every ten minutes after filtration began.
The head above the filter was recorded at the sane intervals.

A

sanple of the floc was drawn off the riser every twenty minutes
for zeta potential evaluation of the (X)agulation process.

Ef-

fluent samples -were examined for pH, turbidity and zeta r:otential.
Also the flew rate was checked and recorded every twenty minutes
along with the chemical dose nentioned above.
Observations were IllCl.de of the influent :in the riser using a
flashlight shining through the riser for better visibility.

'Ihe

flocculator was examined in a similar marmer.
After ccmpleting each experinent, the filters -would be examined
and observat.i ons -were recorded.

Cross section cuts made with

scissors were examined under a magnifying glass.
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The filters were not disassenbled after each run.

If the

filters remained effective, one or rrore runs would then :be re-

peated on the sarre filters .
· ·Filtration ·Tests
Turbidity

The first run was perforrred as a trial of the test apparatus.
Twenty-five liters of 115 JTU water was treated with alt.nn as
the coagulant.

The lavest effluent value recnrded was 4. 5 JTU.

The floc to the filters was rather small initially and rrodifica-

tions were wade in the placenent of the air stones in the flocculator in an attenpt to produce a better floc.
The second run produced a better floc:: and retter effluent.
Table 4 gives the results of run 2.
TABIE 4
RUN

COagulant:
Average D:>se:
Initial Turbidity:
Liters Treated

2

Alum
35 mg/1
115 JTU

Filters:
Condition:

Felt
New

Effluent Turbidity (JTU)

10

1.3

20

1.7

30

2.5

40

4.8
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It appears frcrn the data that breakthrough of the
An

fl~

is occurring.

examination of the filters after disasserrbly confirrred that .

penetration had occurred.

The filter exterior had a rrottled lcok

and a cross-sectional examination shewed that the floc had gone
carpletely through the filter.

llaNever, a cake layer had built

up on the filter and was evidently providing for sane good clari-

fication of the water.
A third nm. was perfonred with essentially the sarre results.

At this };X)int, it was decided to rrodify the filters to prevent
carplete filter :penetration.
these rrodifications.

Rlln 3 was with felt only.

with a cntton imler lining.

lining.

Figure 6 illustrates the results of

Run

Run 4 was felt

5 was felt with a cotton outer

Runs 4 and 5 yielded similar results , however the cotton

outer lining configuration was selected for the remaining VJOrk on
the basis of an examination of the filters perfoDled after the
experirrent.

The felt exterior to the cotton sheath configuration

had for:rred a thin cake on the inner cotton layer that was providing the filtration.

The felt exterior served only to rerrove sorre

of the smaller particles that had not been cxrnpletely coagulated.
HCMever, the felt interior to cotton sheath configuration had
fanned a thick layer of floc using the sheath as a supp::>rt against
shear flow.

This enabled a thicker buildup of cake in the felt.

It was decided that this would be rrore advantageous for future
filter tests.

~
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The filtration test of t4:lgnifloc 572C shovved a significant increase in the annunt of water that could be filtered to a low
fluent turbidity.

ef~

Figure 7 shows the turbidity versus volmne of

water filtered curve for the 572C tests.

The slight jump at 50

liters represents the p::>int where the filter was drained and restarted. the next day.

Evidently sane of the cake on the filter

will slough off and must be re-established for good filtration.
There is a slight rise in turbidity becoming evident at the
errl of the curve.

The reason for this is not evident, however,

some breakdown of the initial floc layer that was first placed UPJn
the filter could be one logical explana.t ion.

The appe3.rance of the floc in the riser al:x:>ve the filter was
not as good as with almn.

However, since visible size is not th.c

best measure of a floc's characteristics, i t was not considered

to be a problem.
After rem::>val from the apparatus, the filter was visibly rrore
thickly coaterl than with alt:nn.

Evidently the . floc created by the

p:::>lyrrer had less aversion to clinging together on the filter than
alu:n flex:: did.

The floc had t:enetrate::i canpletely through the

felt to the cotton outer liner.
'Ihe filtration test of .Magnifloc 587C prc:rluced very good results.

During the middle portion of the run, approximately 150

liters of water was prod.uced with an average effluent turbidity
of 0. 74 J'IU.

Figure 8 illustrates the excellent effluent turbidities
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achieved during this test.

It srould be noted tlat the total

number of runs for this test was four since only 60 liters of water could be run at any tirre before having to drain and refill the
app:rratus.

Therefore, the jumps in turbidity at 60 liter inter,.....

vals could again be interpreted. as the breakdown by draining and
subsequent re-establisl'nent of the cake of floc in and on the felt
matrix of the filter.
The final rise in turbidity at the end of the 587C test <Duld
be either due to degradation of the initial floc or IXJssibly the

disintegration of the filter cloth itself.

'lhe ongoing strength

of the cloth when perpetually wet and under strain is a rratter
which rray corcern future investigators.
At this point, it see.I"red logical to examine the concept of
cake buildup on the filter as the necha.nism of filtration.

What

if i t was the felt itself that was rerroving" the solids from solution?

Table 5 shows the results of pa.ssing a kaolin solution

through the test apparatus.
r:oor.

As

can be seen, rerroval rates are

Colloidal kaolin p:l.ssed through the filter with little in-

terference.

This 'WOhld seem to indicate that cake buildup is a

necessary step in creating a filter of this type.
The next tests were performed utilizing a new material,
M:ltinee Velvet.

For the first test of this rnciterial, the pol:yrrer

587C was utilized as the coagulant.

Figure 9 smws the graph of

turbidity versus liters of water treated for this combination.
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TABLE 5

RUN 12

Coagulant:
Initial 'I\lrbidity:
Liters Trea terl

~ne

Filters:

Felt with cot-

ton exterior.

105 J'IU

Effluent Turbicility (JW)

10

73.0

20

61.0

30

61.0

40

78.0

50

68.0

60

73.0

Again, four runs were rra.de, with t.l"e subsequent jumps of destruction an:i rebuilding of the filter cake at 60 liter mtervals.

reroval rate of Ma.tinee Velvet is not as good as with felt.

The
It

would therefore apt:ear that the thickness of the rratri.x in which
the filter cake fonns is related to subsequent water clarification.

Inspection after testing showed that a good cake had fonnerl on the
filters.
The last four runs were perforrced upon a new set of Matinee

Velvet filters.

The resulting curve is sh:Jwn in Figure 10.

first run was wi~ ~.agnifloc 587C as the primary cnagulant.

'Ihe
'Ihis

35

100
30

25

20

•
15

10

5

Liters of

:Fig. 10.

~~ater

Treated

Reduction in turbidity by Magnifloc 587C followerl
by alum, then 587C twice rrore.
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tnrtion of the curve is the sa.n:e as in the previous run.

when the cx::>agulant is switched to alum for the
effluent turbidity climbs sharply.

H:Jwever ,

second run, the ·

For the third run of the filters,

the polyrrer is reinstated as the coagulant.

'Ihis does rot seem to

help much and at the end of the fourth run, the effluent turbidity
is at a very high level.
Zeta Potential
At no tine during the experllnents VB.s i t J;OSSible to achieve

zeta p::>tential reversal in the influent to the filters.

Influent

zeta };X>tential did terrl to decrease as tine incre:tsed during the

rtm.

In sorre cases, this paralleled decreasing turbidity, in some

runs i t did not.

'Iable 6 sh::>ws the results of the runs .

Based on

the data, low efficient turbidity is related to a large difference
between influent and effluent zeta I;Otential.

This can be explained

by the concept that the filter is sela:::!tively rerroving the larger
coagulated particles and permitting the smaller p:rrticles to :r;a.ss.
The difference is not as drarratic in the

alum

experiments.

It can

al.so be roted that alum clarification, while achieving one l.ov1 value,
was in general not as well sustained as the polyrrer filtration.
Changes in

FE

Serre changes in pH were noticed, particularly in the experi-

rrents with the p::>lyrrers.

Table 7 shows these changes.

After examining these figures, several trends becone evident.

First, the addition of kaolin to the tap.vater raises the pH slightly.

~s:

Alum
Alum
Alum
Alum
572C
572C
587C
587C
587C
587C
N:Jne
587C
587C
587C
587C
587C
Alum
587C
587C

Alt.nn

Coagulant

...

l<UilS J.

tnrougn j :
Runs 5 through 20:

1.43
1.60
1.62
1.48
1.62
35.1
1.61
1.52

-.....-....,

4.5
1.3
1.2
0.90
0.90
1.3
0.98
0.44
0.68
0.33
1.3
61.0
0.88
3.0
2.1
3.8
1.7
6,2
21.0
16.0

Turbidity (JW)
I.Dwest Effluent

- 6.4
,. . 7.7
-12.8
- 6.0
-10.6
- 4.5
- 4.7

,... 8,0

-11.4
-10.3
- 8.3
- 7.8
-11.1
- 8,0
- 6.4

-

-

-

Influent**

-13.2
-16.8
-16.0
-13.3
-17.7
-15.3
-17.6
-18.5
-17.2
-17.3
-17.8
-15.1
-13.8
-15.4
-12.9
-15.9
-13.7
-10.9
- 9.8

-

J:!'eJ. t

uruy

Run 4:

7.]
7.4
7.7
0.1
9.9
3.1
6.4
5.1

--

1.9
7.4
7.0
9.8
7.4
9.2
10.9

--

---

-

Effluent Change

Zeta Potential (mv)

Felt Wlth cotton ,Lnter1or
Felt with cotton exterior

0.80
0.90
0.98
0.99
0.88
0.94
0.97
0.98
1.10
0.96
1.06
1.02
. 1.04
1.03
1.02
0.97
0.99
0.98
0.96
1.05

35.0
38.8
36.3
35.4
40.0
1,36
1,48
1.69
1.50
1.50
1.59

(rrg/1)

Average Flow
(liter/min)

Average Ibse

** Influent to filter after coagulation

20

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

5

1
2
3
4

Run

ZETA POTENTIAL DURING FILTER RUNS OOIH BEEDRE AND AFI'ER FILTRATION*

TABLE 6

w
~
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'mBLE 7

pH CHANGES

Run

l
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

pH Ta:J;Water

~URING

FILTRATION

PI Kaolin Suspension

--

7.51
7.34
7.16
7.30
7.41
7.88
7.62
7.77
7.80
7.70
7.70
7.62
7.63
7.48
7.48
7.42
7.42
7.42
7.30

pH E£fluent

--

--

7.93
7.84
8.35
7.91
8.21
7.97
7.97
7.90
7.90
7.90
8.04
7.93
7.88
7.77
7.77
7.72
7.72
7.70
7.54

8.09
7.81
8.24
7.97
8.20
8.16
8.06
8.11
8.10
8.47
8.07
8.08
8.08
8.10
8.13
8.10
7.83
7.99
7.75

Second., based on run number 12 and the fact that all the coa.gulants
are acidic, pa.ssage through the apJ?a,ratus raises the pH.
'Ib resolve this question, a beaker of ta:Pffclter was bubbled

for 15 m.lllutes.

This is about half tie t.irre of detention in the

apparatus in the sections where bubbles

~e

active.

The results

are given in Table 8.
The change in pH could be due to inadequate aeration at the

school plant resulting in high co

2

or H s from the grotmdwa.ter
2
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'mBLE 8

BUBBLING TEST FOR pH CHANGES

pH
Tc3. tMC3. ter

7.18

5 minutes

7.99

10 minutes

8.16

15 minutes

8.10

depressing the pH until re:noved.
reSFOnsible.
~iments

Or perhaps some other cause is

A series of diss:)lved oxygen determinations in future

might help to res:>lve this question. In any case, i t

appears tha.t the low pH of alum couplerl with the comparatively

high doses used, resulted in maintaining a Pf around 7. 9.

However,

tre FOlyners, being less acidic than alum and used in much smaller
doses, permitted the pH to rise al::x:>ve 8 in nearly all cases.

'Ihe question now is whether this is a problem for this operation.

'Ihe manufacturer of the polymers gave no limitations on

effective operating ranges.

Also, \.Velday and Baurran (1979) fourrl

that tiE performance of the strongly cationic p:>lyrrers that they

tested -were not affected by changes in pH.

'lherefore, for this de-

gree of pH change, it can be concluded that pH control is not yet

irnp:>rtant.
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Table 9 li.sts the average head for each filter run.
TABLE 9
AVERAGE HEAD FOR EACH FIL'IER RUN

Average Head .Above the Filter Head

Run

(i~hes)

l
2
3

41.45
41.42
41.68
41.98
41.65
41.40
41.13
41.78
41.44
39.65
41.15
41.38
41.13
41.50
41.50
41.60
41.42
41.40 ·

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Except for nm 12, using rn coagulant, the head rerra.ined
fairly cnnstant regardless of the degree of clarification being

achieved or the coagulant used.
Laboratory Equiprrent Used

1)

Turbid~ter

BACH Mbdel 2100, Serial Number 1769
BACH Chemical Company, Ames, Iowa

41
2)

pH Meter

Corning M::xiel 12 Research, FTU Number 25511
Conring Instrtlri'ent Company
3)

4)

Zeta M=ter
Zeta Meter, Inc.
New York, NY

FrU Number 12391

Laboratory Six Jar Stirrer
Phipps and Bird, FI'U Number 15079
Richrrond, Virginia

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSIOO OF RESULTS

The literature review had indicated that fabric filtration
using fel.t might prove applicable to the needs of :tOtable water
filtration.

'!he examination of cationic polyrt112rs as primary coagu-

lants was indicated.

'Ihe use of zeta :p:>tential as a nethod of

evaluating the coa.gulation process seemed correct.
The data produced shovved that the felt, when used with a

cationic polyrrer and a cotton sheath to prevent breaktlu:ough, was
effective in lavering the turbidity of a standardized raw water

source to a level legally acceptable, i.e. less than 1 TU (U.S.
EPA, 1976).

A run of 60 liters, at a rate of 10.8 liters/rrdnute-

neter2 could be ma.de an the equiprent used.

On the filter area of

1 square foot, this .represented about 1 hour for each run.

Back

washing was not required.
The

~chanism

by which the felt-cotton filter achieves such

results seems to be Eimilar to that of fabric fil.t ers in air pollution ex>ntrol.

An initial buildup of filtered material occurs.

This filter cake then
passing through.

~s

the filter for the nsv material

This theory of cake buildup is substantiated

during draining follo.ved by cake buildup during the next filter
cycle.

That the cake must suffer sorre dama:ge during draining
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was evident in the flush of solids dropping into the hopper when
the filters flexed inward.
An irrlfx:>rtant point to note is that the cake canrot grow in-

definitely.

'I\lbular filters m:n.mted vertically provide for verti-

cal srear to rerrove excess cake.

Failure to do so v.ould result

in the need for bctckwashing or :perhaps a variation of the shakers
used in air t:ellution.

'Ihe felt evidently supplies the rratrix

within which the cake can fom and not be sheared off at too thin

a level to provide an adequate filter capacity.

This statement

is backed by the fact that the Matinee Velvet, being inteJ::Irediate
in tenns of the available matrix, gave results interrrediate between

plain cotton

(~Lellon,

1980) and the felt-cotton used here.

'Ihe applicability of zeta p::>tential as a :p:rrarreter for floc

filterability has not been established.

However, some specula-

tions can be made ba.sed on the zeta p::>tential data.
In p::>lyrrer flocculation, particles in the effluent awea,red
small rmder the microsOJ:p::, like kaolin.

'!he effluent zeta :pJten-

tial remained high, approaching the nonral kaolin value of -19 to
-20 mv.

This w:>uld indicate that t.hJse p:u:ticles escaping filtra-

tion had also escaped coagulation.

For alum coagulation, p:rrti-

cles in tie effluent appeared large under the
floes.

microsco~,

like

Effluent zeta p::>tential was la.v, approaching the value of

influent zeta potential.

This would indicate that the particles

passing through the filters are not uncoagulated. p:rrticles, rot
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are particles which have been at least partially coagulated.
'Ibis would seem to indicate that alum does not form a good ccnsolidated cake, but rather remains unconsolidated, permitting
coagulated particles to push through the filter into the effluent.
At no t.ine did the size or appearance of the floc produced
by the rrodel approach that of the floc produced by the jar tests.
However, this did not prevent the polyrrer floes fran forming an
adequate cake layer.

Alum, on the other hand, was apparently

less effective in fabric filtration.
possible factors.
not occurred.

This cnuld be due to several

One, adequate coagulation and flocculation has

The result cnuld be unflocculated colloidal parti-

cles capable of noving through even a good filter cake.

This

problem might be corrected by proper adjustrrent of the nodel, pH
changes , etc.
Another factor rna.y be the water retention by the altm1 floc.
If the p::>lyrrer floes are less hydrophillic than the alum floes,
they might be able to conpress rrore to form a rrore solid filter
cake.
Still another factor ma.y be the £act that lCMer zeta };X)tential values could be achieved by the cationic polyrrers.

The re-

duction of this stabilization wall around the particles might
enable the floes to get "closer together" or consolidate in the
filter.

These last two factors given are indicated by the last

four runs where alum. not only failed to fonn a good filter cake,
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but evidently also prevented the succeeding polymer floc from
£enning a new cake.
Lastly, the nature of the p:>lymers could perhaps be a factor in the cak.e buildup.

A long chain p::>lymer could still continue

to cormect to and hold other floes in the filter, thereby helping

to fonn a physically CX)nnected net of polymers in the filter itself.
'Ihe use of jar tests as a method of coagulant dosage determination is justified.

H~ver,

the jar test does not provide

an adequate rreans of detenn.i.ning coagulant £easibili ty in the

direct filtration application.
The need for precise };H control, at least with the polyrrers,
does not seem particularly necessary.
Cloth deterioration was not a visible factor in any of the
filtration runs.

Should runs bec:::o:rre rrore extended, it is possible

that this could beccrre a problem.

CHAPrER V
CCNCLU3ICNS AND RECDMvlENDATICNS

'Ihese experirrents denonstrated the feasiliility of using fabric filtration as a potable water clarification process.

Three

different types of cloth were examined in several ex>nfigurations.
Of these, the (X)nfiguration consisting of a felt inner sleeve
with a cotton outer slee-ve seerred to be the nost effective.

This

a:>nfiguration could produce effluent of less than one JTU from
a source of 100 JnJ that had been coagulated with alum or with
either of the two cationic polyners tested.
The nost effective coagulant tested was Magnifloc 587C, a
cationic polyrrer produced by the Airerican Cyanamid Conpany.

The

use of this polyrrer with the felt cotton ex>nfiguration arove consistently produced an effluent of less than one JTU.
Another conclusion that can be drawn is that the cloth itself is not the primary filter rrediurn.

The felt evidently served

as a matrix within which a cake filter of coagulated floc could
fonn.

This filter would be sheared off at a point above the felt,

with the sheared cake settling into the hopper belCM" the filters.
The data also sha.vs that the thickness of this cake seems to be
related to rerroval rates.
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Control o£ zeta potential could be achieved in the jar tests
with the polyrrers, but not with alum.

Zeta potential control

could not be properly established in the testing apparatus.
'!he conclusions drawn so far represent only the beginning of
tbe investigations required to establish a

cess for water treatment.

net~

technological pro-

Same suggestions for additional work

are as follavs:
M::>difications o£ the rapid mix and flocculator units of the
testing apparatus should be attempted.

Such nodifications should

include a ITEthcxl by which. :I?O'Ver input to these processes could
be nonitored.

This would enable the operator to better control

the type of flOC! produced in terms of size, strength and zeta

potential.
The tubes from the flocculator to the riser above the filter
should be enlarged, or renoved carpletely and replaced with a
trough or charmel.

'!he riser itself might be enlarged at the top.

Both these rrodifications could help to minimize floc breakup as

it noves from the floccul.ator to the filters.
Perhaps rrost irrportant, the device should be :rrodified to enable continuous treatrrent of larger quantities of water.

These ex-

peri.nents were limited to about 60 liters for each nm.

Since

the filters were dama.ged by draining, such an arrangerrent m3.de it
difficult to establish the true long tenn effectiveness of the
filters.
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Other experiments could involve the design and ccnstruction
of felt filters with outer layers of other rna.terials besides cotton.

Treat:rcent and filtration of waters containing other clays,

a mixture of clays or natural waters should be undertaken.

Ap-

plications to sewage treatrrent or industry may also exist.

Al-

tering the point of polyrrer addition for use as a filter aid or
in investigation of the use of different polyrrers could be dane.

And the m:rlel itself could be used as a teaching aid for explaining potable water treatment to undergraduates new ill the field.
'Ihese are just a

f~

of the permutations available for fur-

ther reserach in this area.

Sc::ate of the material available on

granular filtration and air p:>llution work can be extrapolated to
include this work, other precepts will have to be confinred experimentally.
The work perfomed thus far is very enex>uraging.

ibis con-

cept of fabric filtration has thus far proven capable of yielding
sane of the sarre results as extant technologies .

However, con-

siderable "W:>rk rerrains . for future investigation, with the errl
result being a new w:Jrking teclmology for water treatment.
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